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Huwell Chemicals has been 
working with passion in the 

cosmetic industry since 1960.

Everything began 
with the distribution of raw 
materials and ingredients, 

and about 25 years ago 
we expanded our activity 

with the production 
of bleaching powders.

There’s  
    chemistry 
    between us

The world leader
of Hair Bleaching Powders
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85
countries served  
with bleaching products  
and raw materials.  

200+
formulations 
of professional  
hair bleaching product.

7
applications per second  
of our bleaching products  
in the world.

e pride ourselves in being the world leader 
of hair bleaching products.

Our customers come from all over the world,
and our powders and creams are well known 
in the international scenario of professional hair care.

Huwell Chemicals experience is second to none,  
and we always research with enthusiasm into 
innovative solutions that meet our clients’ needs 
and expectations. 

W
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Huwell Chemicals is committed to invest 
in highly technological safety systems 
and in green energy.

Our impressive fire alarm sprinkler 
system is one of a kind; it runs 
throughout all the facilities ensuring an 
efficient action. 

On the top of our second warehouse 
we placed a photovoltaic power station 
of new generation, that will ensure the 
building to be completely self-sufficient.   

Our method of production is unique; it gives 
us a high productive capacity, and allow us 
to follow accurately the entire process in all 
its phases.

 The considerable expertise of Huwell 
Chemicals R&D team is one of the keys 
to the continuous creation of outstanding 
formulations.

However, what makes our products different 
are the infinite possibility of customisation, 
from the making until the final packaging, 
everything is developed on the client vision. 
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Throughout the brochure we will take you to a journey, 
discovering the evolutions of our products in time.

Starting from the time when blonde was associated 
with the magnificent divas of the cinema that made 
us all believe life is better in blond, to the bright stars 
of the future of hair lightening studded with 
better performing, safer and more conscious products. 

The world leader 
of  Hair Bleaching       

Powders  

2019

years  
of chemistry  
and passion

1960

1980

H

1990 2000

HAIR DYES
Quality, Research & Know-how
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DECO Diva

High Lift
DECO Glow
DECO Nove
DECO Premium
DECO Supernova

DECO Colour Lights
SUNNY BLOND
NATURAL TOPAZ
LEMON CURRY
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Classic
DECO 1200
DECO 1300
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Low Ammonia  
& Ammonia Free
DECO 1257
DECO 1351
DECO 1204
DECO Nove Light

Special
Bleaching Oil
Bleaching Oil Ammonia Free
DECO 1401
DECO All Tech
DECO Cleanser
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Beyond Bleaching there is Protection  Our range of plex for you to combine with your powder

Protect
Defence

Balayage and 
Free-hand techniques
DECO Balayage
DECO Balayage Plus
DECO Balayage Ammonia Free
DECO Balayage Ultra
DECO Balayage Ultra Precise

Vegan
DECO Vegan
DECO Vegan Ammonia Free

Bleaching Pastes
DECO Dream Cream
DECO 513
DECO 513 Protect
DECO 550 
DECO 550 Defence

Nutra
Rebound
Revive

GOLDEN GINGER
POPPY RED
RASPBERRY
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VINTAGE
Huwell Chemicals most famous 
formulations DECO 1200 
and DECO 1300 won the heart 
of hair colourists around the world 
thanks to their essential features. 

DECO 1200 and DECO 1300 were 
the first dust-free bleaching powders 
to appear on the market; easy to use 
and extremely reliable they are still 
considered the classic product to use 
for impeccable results.

DECO 1200
The very first dust-free 
bleaching powder, DECO 
1200 is a user-friendly 
product. Easy to mix, with 
its silky texture, it grants 
smooth applications.  
It can lift up to 7 levels 
without any swelling or 
bleeding.

1960
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VINTAGE1960

DECO 1300
DECO 1300 is a microgranular powder, 
the dimensions of its particle 
is optimised in order to avoid the 
release of dust during the handling,  
and to ensure a fluid mixing. 
It does not swell and 
can lift up to 7 levels.

171716
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Low Ammonia 
& Ammonia Free 
Low ammonia and ammonia free 
powders were the natural evolution 
of the Classic range as more and more 
colourists became aware 
of the possible skin sensitivity 
to certain ingredients. 

Huwell Chemicals created wide 
selection of products that can satisfy 
even the most exigent requests. 

PO
PDECO 1257

Deriving from the Classic 
serie DECO 1257 is one 
of the most popular 
ammonia free products. 
Thanks to its pH balanced 
formula it can lift like a 
regular bleaching powder.

1980

1919
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DECO 1204
DECO 1204 is the perfect 
product for whom is looking 
for a gentle, yet performing, 
bleaching powder, between 
an extremely low content of 
ammonia and a 7 levels lift.

2121



DECO 1351
DECO 1351 is another 

powder from the Classic 
family, and combines the 

microgranular feature 
with the complete 

absence of ammonia.

DECO Nove Light
DECO Nove Light is a brand new 
addition to Huwell Chemicals 
wide range. With this outstanding 
formulation is now possible to 
bleach up to 8 levels with a low 
ammonia product.PO

P
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As Huwell Chemicals product 
reached more and more latitudes 
we felt the need to create new 
special products to answer to the 
needs of local and global trends 
altogether, to give to every colourist 
of the world the right tools to 
express their imagination. MODERN2000

2525
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DECO 1401*
One of our most performing 
powders with a cool and vibrant 
touch, that’s DECO 1401.

This strong lightener not only 
grants 7 levels lift, but gives 
to the hair an icy blond 
brilliance. This formulation 
is ideal for the colourist 
that aim to achieve cold blonde 
shades in only one step.

Bleaching Oil
Ideal for very soft lift and roots 

retouch, Huwell Chemicals 
Bleaching Oil can lighten 

the hair up to 4 tones.

Bleaching Oil 
Ammonia Free

The ammonia free version 
of our Bleaching Oil

 is particularly indicated 
for extremely delicate 

lightening services. 
It bleaches up to 3 levels.

* “It is uncertain whether the product is in conformity with the description given under reference number 291 of the consolidated version 
(12 August 2016) of Regulation (EU) 1223/2009. Client hence places the product on the market at its own risk. Huwell can’t be held liable 
for any damages that may result from the forced withdrawal, fines, etc. if the product does not comply with any of the substances listed 
in Regulation (EU) 1223/2009.”

272726
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DECO All Tech
can be used as a free-hand 
powder with a clay like texture, 
or for smoother foil free techniques 
with a velvety texture. 

DECO All Tech can also be applied 
as a standard bleaching powder, for 
highlights are entire head. 

This eclectic product lifts always 
up to 8 levels, whatever kind 
of consistency and technique 
the colourist desires. 
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DECO Cleanser
DECO Cleanser is the new 
bleaching powder created 
specifically for decapage 

and colour correction. 

This delicate formulation 
removes the dye from 

stained hair without stressing it, 
and leaving it ready 

for the next colour service.

2000

313130
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The end of this journey is actually 
the beginning of a new era for 
bleaching products. 

Huwell Chemicals envisions a 
future of high-performance 
lighteners, new protective 
ingredients to defend the health 
of the hair, safer products for 
storage and transportation, and, 
of course, a broader variety of 
conscious products. 

This is the reason why we called 
this last chapter of our time travel 
Ad Astra, which in Latin means 
‘to the stars’. 

We aim to the bright studded sky, 
because all we want is to create 
always visionary products to give 
you only the very best. 

2020
3333



DECO DIVA
DECO Diva is the right product to make any 

inner Diva come alive: 9 levels of lift, incredible 
texture, Halal certified, Vegan friendly, 

and considered non-dangerous 
for transportation and stocking. 

Suitable for the addition of any 
of Huwell Chemicals plex solution, 

DECO Diva is the ultimate lightening product. 
What else could we ask 
to a bleaching powder?

We make your  
inner Diva come alive

DIVA

3535
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Extreme bleaching and platinum shades 
are more fashionable than ever, and 

strong, intense and fast bleaching 
powders are becoming essential for every 

salon. Year after year Huwell Chemicals 
has been developing high lift products to 

give to the colourists the perfect tool to 
achieve sharp and crisp blonds. 

To all High Lift powder is possible to add 
one of our innovative plex options.

DECO Glow
DECO Glow is a stronger version  

of our Classic serie DECO 1200.  
DECO Glow is fast and reliable.

Its mixing property were boosted, 
to give her a creamy texture 

for velvety applications. 
It can lift up to 8 levels.

2020
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DECO Premium
A combination of the 
most luscious texture with 
a strong action, DECO 
Premium bleaches up 
to 9 tones, brightening 
all types of hair. 

DECO Supernova
For supreme bleaching 
effects, Huwell Chemicals 
created DECO Supernova. 
This powerful formulation 
can lift up to 9+ levels, 
and it is perfect to achieve 
stellar shades of blonde.
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DECO Nove
DECO Nove will lighten 
every kind of hair 
up to 9 tones 
without stressing 
the fibres, allowing 
the user to achieve 
extraordinary 
results. 

393938
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Balayage and
Free-hand techniques

Huwell Chemicals freehand powders were 
created to enhance the creativity of the 

colourists who aim to achieve the trendiest 
results with the most artistic techniques. 

All the powders in this range are applicable 
without the aluminium foil, because they stick 
to the hair throughout the entire application.

All free-hand powders are suitable 
for the addition of any of the 5 plex solutions 

proposed by Huwell Chemicals.

DECO Balayage
DECO Balayage is the first 

formulation we created 
for the freehand techniques. 

Ideal for light 
and delicate services

 it bleaches up to 6 levels. 

AD ASTRA 4141

2020
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DECO Balayage Plus
DECO Balayage Plus is the evolution 
of DECO Balayage and it can lift up 
to 7 levels. DECO Balayage Plus dries 
up on the hair, without swelling 
or bleeding, to create an infinite 
scope of blondes.

DECO Balayage Ammonia Free
DECO Balayage Ammonia free it’s 
the perfect tool for the colourist 
who’s looking for an ammonia 
free powder, but with the exciting 
characteristics of free-hand 
products. It lights up to 5 tones. 

AD
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RA

 shatush 
           bronde, 

 balayage
        splashlight

4343
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DECO Balayage Ultra
To achieve even more distinguished 
tones of blondes Huwell Chemicals 
created DECO Balayage Ultra. 
With its creamier texture and boosted 
power, DECO Balayage Ultra bleaches 
up to 8+ levels.

DECO Balayage Ultra Precise
DECO Balayage Ultra Precise 
has a more mineral feeling than 
its original version, but lifts still up 
to 8+ tones. With its incredible grip 
DECO Balayage Ultra Precise is deal 
for extra detailed application. 

AD ASTRA 4545
2020
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Always conscious and very attentive 
to market trends and new lifestyles 

Huwell Chemicals created a new special 
Vegan bleach range. This product was 

conceived to satisfy the needs of mindful 
colourists and brands that want to live in 

accordance to their strongest beliefs. 

Both DECO Vegan and DECO Vegan 
Ammonia Free can be enriched with any 

of plex options of Huwell Chemicals.

DECO Vegan
With white and rhassoul clays 

we gave to our brand new powder 
an earthly body. Then we added 

pectin, to protect and respect the 
hair, some chamomile, well known 

for its lightening and soothing 
properties and some shea butter 

to moisturise the hair fibres. 
DECO Vegan lifts up to 9 levels. 

DECO Vegan Ammonia Free
DECO Vegan Ammonia Free 

is the ideal option for hair colourists 
aware of the possibility of ammonia 

skin sensitisation. DECO Vegan 
Ammonia Free bleaches up to 6 

levels and shares the same natural 
ingredients of DECO Vegan.

46
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Polyamino Sugar Condensate is the 

famous ingredient Huwell Chemicals 
discovered, and that is still the 

beating heart of the Protect range. 
PSC is a mixture of amino sugars 

and proteins that keeps the cuticles 
moisturised without bloating them, 

soothing the effect of the bleach.

Defence
Pectin is a polysaccharide 

naturally found in citrus peels. 
Huwell Chemicals selected this 

fresh ingredient as the key  
for its range Defence. 

Pectin creates a ‘safety net’ 
around the hair, allowing 
the bleach to penetrate 

in the cortex but preventing 
the excessive opening 

of the cuticles.

Nutra
Agar agar is an ancient ingredient 
extracted from red seaweed.  
Huwell Chemicals chose this traditional 
conditioner for its line: Nutra. 
Panthotenic acid, vitamine E 
and K are the miracle workers 
contained in Agar that nourish 
the hair fibers during the application. 

Rebound
Polyamino saccharides are key 
components for plex technologies, 
and Ulva Lactuca, the ingredient of 
the Rebound range, is packed with 
it. Glycine, Arginine, Cysteine and 
Lysine are only a few of the extremely 
moisturizing amino acid contained 
in this special alga that conditions 
and elasticize the hair during 
the application, avoiding 
the breakage of the fibers. 

Revive
Chitin-glucan is a special complex 
of vegetal origin and it’s the essential 
element of our new Revive plex range. 
Chitin-glucan highly moisturizes 
the cuticles, and thanks to its cationic 
properties interacts with the cortex 
keratin helping retaining the natural 
hydration of the hair. 

Beyond lift there’s protection
In response to the over flooding of the market with ‘during and 

after’ bleaching treatments Huwell Chemicals created  
the first ever range of powders with built-in treatments  

that allow the colourist to bleach and condition in only one step.  
Innovation is our mission, and we’re proud to propose  

an extensive range of plex solutions.

4949
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Bleaching paste 
Bleaching pastes are the most innovative products 
in the bleach market. Easy to use, and 100% dust free, 
these products are gentler than any lightening powder. 
In fact, the high content of oil allays the stress on the fibres 
and smoothly softens the hair, while lifting up to 7 tones.

DECO Dream Cream
Freshly added to bleaching 
pastes range, DECO Dream 
Cream is the glossiest 
and silkiest of them all.  
Fluffy texture, from 8 levels of 
lift, and soft and delicate impact 
on the hair fibre, DECO Dream 
Cream is the new generation of 
bleaching pastes all avant-garde 
hair colourists where waiting for.

DECO 513
DECO 513 is Huwell Chemicals 
most famous bleaching paste. 
This low ammonia formulation 
can lift up to 7 levels.  
Its consistency is creamy and 
optimal for luscious application.

 AD ASTRA 5151

DECO 513 Protect
To improve even more 
the conditioning properties 
of DECO 513 Huwell Chemicals 
created DECO 513 Protect. 
The combination of the 
protective agent and 
the oil give to the hair an 
unparalleled shine 
and strength. 

DECO 550
One of the latest additions 
to our bleaching paste range, 
DECO 550 is the ammonia 
free development of DECO 
513. It can lift up to 6 levels. 

DECO 550 Defence
DECO 550 Defence is the 
version of Huwell Chemicals 
ammonia free bleaching 
cream, enriched with pectin. 
The perfect choice for a 
delicate and protective 
product without ammonia. 
It reaches 6 tones. 

2020
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Shades
Huwell Chemicals created a range 

of new and trendy shades for 
the most eclectic hair colourist.

SUNNY BLOND NATURAL TOPAZ LEMON CURRY

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

GOLDEN GINGER POPPY RED RASPBERRY

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

  Base colour

  Results

DECO Colour Lights 
Sometimes even successful products need a restyle and whenever 
there is room for improvement, we take the chance to formulate 

something better and elaborating on Huwell Chemicals old ‘bleach 
and colour’ series DECO 400, we formulated colour lightening pastes.

Like all bleaching pastes DECO Colour Lights is completely 
dust free and highly conditioning and thanks to the embedded colour 

technology it leaves the hair already toned in only one step.

5353
The colour results are only indicative.
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The Smart Bag is an innovative 
and handy packaging solutions
for powders. Easy to recap, 
it saves up to the 70% of plastic 
compared to the standard jars. 

The Smart Bag is also clean and 
protects the user who will not get 
in direct contact with the product 
while dosing it. 

The foil of Smart Bag is customisable. 

Sm
ar

t B
ag

Huwell Chemicals takes care 
to develop the project of its customers, 

from the very first idea, until 
the final packaging, whether it is a 

bleaching powder or a cream. 
Our packaging range is wide and 
customisable, to fulfil all requests. 

We took a stand against plastic waste, 
and we are committed to reduce 

the use of such material in the solutions 
we propose. In fact, we are investing 

in flexible packaging in order to lower 
amount plastic jars consumption 

by our clients, and replacing 
it with bags and refill pouches. 

Packaging
54



Heat Sealed Bags 
are another versatile solution
from Huwell Chemicals. 

It can contain from 80 g 
to 500 g of bleaching powder, 
and can be customised. 
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s This evolution of the standard 

Pillow Bag can contain 
higher volumes of powder 
from 650 g to 1000 g. 

It can also be customised. 
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sThe Zip Bag 
is the ideal bag 
for packing bigger 
quantities 
of bleaching powders, 
from 500 g up 
to 1000 g. 

It can be customised. 

Zi
p 

Ba
gOur most famous solution 

for bleaching powder, 
the Stand Up Bag can be 
adapted to contain different 
quantities, from 100 g 
to 500 g. 

It can be customised 
with different artworks.
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innovativeconsciousperforming
advanced

spectacular
visionaryunique
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The 200 g tube 
for bleaching paste can 
come in two version: 
laminated or aluminium. 

It comes with 
a unitary box. 

20
0 

Tu
be

s The 500 g
polyethylene tube 
is the optimal solution 
for bleaching paste.
 
There is the possibility to 
get it in a unitary box. 

50
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 Life is better in blond.
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Via C. R. Darwin 73/79 
20019 Settimo Milanese (Milano) - Italy
Phone : +39.02.33501936 
Fax : +39.02.33576965

www.huwell.it - info@huwell.it 2
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Science, technology, care.
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http://outofmind.it/
https://www.huwell.it/

